Register farmers for Kisan Credit Card through CSCs

Dear VLEs,

Hon' Finance Minister Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman announced that 25 lakh new Kisan Credit Cards have been recently issued to farmers.

The video of the announcement can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/2UFQItJM3iw

Meanwhile, CSCs have registered 11.48 lakh farmers for Kisan Credit Cards.

Register farmers for Kisan Credit Card through CSCs.
More than 45 lakh registrations in PM-Samman Nidhi Yojana through CSCs

PM-Kisan Samman Nidhi provides Rs. 6000 income support in a year to farmers. VLEs can register the leftover farmers through Digital Sewa portal.

PM KISAN provides income support of Rs. 6000/- per annum in three equal instalment of Rs. 2000/- to farmers.

VLEs can register the leftover farmers through Digital Seva Portal.
New registration and update of Aadhar Number facility available.
LEAD

Insurance products available through CSC for INS certified VLEs

Eleven insurance products available through CSC for INS certified VLEs. Hurry up VLEs and get your certification today!

BOCW registration starts through CSCs in Punjab

As per order by Hon'ble Chief Minister Punjab, BOCW (The Building and Other Construction Workers) registration starts through CSC centers. The objective is to uplift the living standards of construction workers and their family members, in Punjab, by way of providing them basic amenities and adequate welfare measures after enrolling them as beneficiaries.
IMPACT

Woman VLE Vanga Nageshwari ensures livelihood security for the poor through CSC Grameen eStore in Achampet, Telangana

CSC VLEs spend these days trying to ensure migrant workers, confined to cramped makeshift or quarantine centres due to an outbreak of coronavirus, all remain well fed. They are working with local NGOs to deliver meals, ration kits in these centres where workers are either under government quarantine or ordered to stay home to curb transmission of the disease. CSC Grameen eStore is playing a vital role in this. Most of VLEs are distributing free ration kits in various states.

VLE Vanga Nageshwari has done an unique initiative to support such needy persons during corona epidemic. Recently, she processed order worth Rs. 3.62 lakhs for a local donor who has distributed 600 Grocery Kits to poor in Telangana. In this order, the VLE hasn’t charged any profit margin, only she took packing and transportation costs from them. She also pays Rs.200/- per person in such order processing. 4 EC enumerators (Mallesh, Maruthi, Rajasekhar and Ramesh) who lost their jobs during Covid-19, did packing and delivery. They earned Rs.800. Rajasekhar said, “I am happy that I got some amount even in this lockdown period.” They expect more orders from NGOs through CSC Grameen eStore.

Inclusiveness in the present time is one of the challenging issues for India. With this approach of employment generation, women VLEs like Vanga Nageshwari are ensuring inclusive growth during corona-pandemic. The objective is translating inclusiveness into poverty reduction through providing livelihood opportunities. The VLE said, “In supporting such NGOs who are helping migrant laborers, I haven’t charged any profit margin.” “Poverty must be addressed at priority basis during corona-pandemic, because growth has no meaning without reducing misery and hunger to the large sections of the society,” woman VLE Vanga said.
IMPACT

Farmers' empowerment

After the launch of CSC Grameen eStore, VLE Vanga is selling produce worth Rs 15,000 per day. With the help of CSC Grameen eStore app, in Nadimpally village, Achampet (Telangana) VLE Vanga connects the farmers and the consumers without all the middlemen via mobile device. This encourages the farmers to produce more and quality produce as they have an increase in their incomes also these products are now available at more affordable prices for the consumer. VLE Vanga using ICT platform, is enabling her community to access information in local Telugu language regarding purchasing the produce.

CSC Grameen e-Store is playing a very important role in the country in poverty reduction in the rural areas and promoting savings among poor. Moreover, with the income generation among local farmers, the total income will also increase as a result of the multiplier and accelerator effects. This will further reduce the migration of people from rural areas to urban areas, creating doorstep livelihood opportunities.
IMPACT

How a housewife became a successful VLE in Haryana

Five years back, Ritu Single was just a housewife while her husband managed a confectionary shop. But, today, Ritu in her mid 30s is one of the most successful woman village level entrepreneurs in Haryana and has employed 7 persons at her centre.

Woman VLE Ritu Singla started CSC in 2016 in village Chandiwali, Faridabad district, Haryana. Within a short span of time with her proactive efforts, she ensured smooth operation of her CSC. She started delivering the services available on CSC Portal and was satisfied in terms of number of services available on the portal as well as the commission it earned her.

During Coronavirus lockdown, she disbursed Rs. 3 lakh through DigiPay. She is helping women from marginalized communities by disbursing direct cash transfer benefits from their Jan Dhan accounts, old age and widow pension.
Details of other transactions through her CSC:

Around 6000 total transaction per month:
- Banking (3500 transactions per month)
- Aadhaar Service (1500 per month)
- Pensions/Domiciles/Caste Certificates/Income Certificates ETC.. (500 per month)
- BPL Ration Cards (500 per month)
- PMSYM/ PM KISSAN/ MMPSY/ PMJAY and many others. (250 per month)

She says: “While running CSC operations, the thing I enjoy the most is meeting with different group of people who visit CSC for their service requirement. It is heart-warming to see their satisfaction after getting the services from CSC at reasonable cost and minimal time at their doorstep. Also, another best thing is the fact that the commission for services delivered immediately reflects in my account.”

"It was a slow transformation of a simple housewife into a businesswoman. Today, I have the courage and confidence to talk to anyone. Sometimes I feel all the housewives have such abilities in them but they remain hidden as they get no exposure,” VLE said.

Her family members support immensely. She informs: “My family is grateful to CSC for providing source of income for the family.”

She says: “CSC initiative provided us a platform to cater to the needs of the society and also help us in generating income for the family. I am sure that rural citizens and all VLEs will be benefitted. CSC has also helped me in gaining respect and recognition in the society. I am very hopeful that the Scheme will grow by leaps and bound in future as well.”
eLaunch of Para Legal Volunteers training in Jharkhand

eLaunch of Para Legal Volunteers training was conducted on 16th May 2020 in Jharkhand state. The programme was inaugurated by CSC CEO Dr. Dinesh Tyagi and launched on-boarded 3000 PLV Training program through VC. The presence of 290 members through video conferencing including Central team, State team, all DECs, DMs and PLV & VLE of Palamu District made the event successful and grand.

Tele-Law scheme is an initiative taken by CSC SPV in collaboration with the Department of Justice (DoJ) to implement the service through the CSCs across India to make legal aid accessible to the marginalized communities and citizens residing in rural areas in the most convenient manner.

After the launch, total 28 webinars were conducted by Central team, State team and DEC in which 2448 PLVs of different districts were present. Presently a total of 216195 cases are registered under Tele-Law project, out of which 206096 cases have received advice from the panel Lawyers.

For more information log in to: [http://www.tele-law.in/](http://www.tele-law.in/)
Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/CscTeleLaw/](https://www.facebook.com/CscTeleLaw/)
Twitter: [https://twitter.com/Tele_Law](https://twitter.com/Tele_Law)
How Nashik VLEs are helping migrants stranded by the coronavirus lockdown

It was fifty days into the lockdown, and all of migrant workers in Maharashtra were struggling. But the worst-hit were inter-state workers, spread across the state in little clusters, who had been abandoned by their employers. VLEs of Nashik District are helping migrant workers during coronavirus lockdown. They are distributing food kits, water bottles, Rooh Afza drink etc. VLEs also supporting to Police, Doctors, Nurses, Municipal workers. Apart from this, VLEs have been raising funds, packing food and sending them out to labour colonies across the state.

The lockdown to contain the spread of COVID-19 has led to a staggering humanitarian crisis which the state has struggled to handle. As stranded workers and vulnerable families run out of food, cash and patience, citizen-led initiatives, running out of living rooms, mapping out the needy via CSC network, have stepped in this wide breach. VLEs have spent hours listening to people in distress, rustling up meals for over 100 people in their tiny home kitchens, and coaxing officials to send relief.
**STATE SCAN**

**VLE Nilesh Taral empowers villagers in DEOLI, Maharashtra during corona pandemic**

Working in a small village Sonora (Deole), Wardha district, Maharashtra life was not easy for VLE Nilesh Taral. With his passion, he crossed the obstacles and ensured successful operation of CSC. Besides other services of CSC, he is actively delivering services on online documents- like Marriage Certificate, Cast Certificate, Residential Certificate, RDD Services, Revenue Dept Services, PMGDISHA, PMKISAN, DigiPay and Banking. The VLE has registered 200 beneficiaries under PMSYM.
CSC Telemedicine has emerged as a front-line weapon against the Covid-19 pandemic. A large number of women, infirm, and old who otherwise are unable to visit the hospital for healthcare in Covid-19 pandemic are being supported through CSC telemedicine. Presently, apart from homeopathy, the CSC framework supports Ayurvedic and Allopathic tele-consultations too. With the addition of diagnostics and e-market for medicines, CSCs are full-fledged Digital Doctor Kendras in Rural India.

During COVID -19 lockdown, he is providing DIGIPAY service, about 1 lakh Rupees of transaction done through DIGIPAY.

CSC Telemedicine helping poor during Coronavirus crisis in Rural Maharashtra and Tripura

CSC Telemedicine has emerged as a front-line weapon against the Covid-19 pandemic. A large number of women, infirm, and old who otherwise are unable to visit the hospital for healthcare in Covid-19 pandemic are being supported through CSC telemedicine. Presently, apart from homeopathy, the CSC framework supports Ayurvedic and Allopathic tele-consultations too. With the addition of diagnostics and e-market for medicines, CSCs are full-fledged Digital Doctor Kendras in Rural India.

VLE Name: Shailesh Zade
CSC Location-Sonegaon, Deoli, Maharashtra

Divyang VLE Shailesh Zade is delivering Tele-medicine service at Sonegaon, Maharashtra during lockdown.

VLE informed beneficiaries about the telemedicine service provided at his CSC. VLE also visits their home and helps consult a doctor through video-conferencing, explaining problem in detail and getting medicines prescribed. Beneficiaries are feeling well and taking the medicines prescribed by the doctor.
VLE Dipankar Malakar
CSC Location-Kalacherra GP, Mohanpur, West Tripura

VLE Dipankar Malakar from Kalacherra GP, Mohanpur, West Tripura had done 5 (five) Tele-Medicine consultations on 7th April, 2020.

Mohan Lal Ghatwal, 77 years old bedridden patient of Kalacherra GP had prior consultation in Apollo, Chennai. He consulted with Dr. Swapan Paul for further medication for Neuro disease through CSC-Telemedicine platform. The patient was very much satisfied with this service and looks forward to do more consultations.

VLE disburses pension to old age persons and divyangs in Ambarapalayam, Tamil Nadu

VLE Vijayalakshmi from Ambarapalayam, Tamil Nadu distributed Old Age Pension and Disability Pension through Jan-Dhan Yojana account to 324 beneficiaries at nearby villages.
Meet Corona Warriors from Gujarat, Maharashtra and Tripura

Rural eCommerce in Gujarat

Villagers in Panchmahal district (Gujarat) used the CSC Grameen e-store app to order ceiling fans and received it at doorsteps by VLE Paravin Puri. Mr. Pravin from Panchmahal (Gujarat) sold two electric items at discounted rates through CSC Grameen eStore. Villagers are excited to get urban experience in rural areas.
STATE SCAN

Farmers' empowerment during lockdown

CSC VLE Society Mahisagar (Sarvoday Vikas Seva Trust) sold 340 bags of IFFCO fertilizer by maintaining social distance during lockdown.

TELE-MEDICINE

VLE Mr. Bharat Sangar has facilitated telemedicine consultation for women Police Constables in Kutch District, Gujarat.
STATE SCAN

VLE Yatinkumar Mahendrabhai Patel has given free Telemedicine service to migrant labourers. Total 51 Shramik received free telemedicine consultation in village Gundlav, District: Valsad, Gujarat.

Ujjwala LPG Gas Cylinder booking

VLE Mr. Khumansinh Chauhan has done booking of 55 LPG Cylinder booking during lockdown by visiting beneficiaries' doorsteps. Villagers are very happy with this doorstep service during crucial time.
STATE SCAN

PMGYK in Surat (Gujarat), Kolhapur (Maharashtra)

CSC VLE Sandeep Wankhede has done 200 transactions. He is BC of Bank of Baroda at District Surat, Gujarat. He is helping people in cash withdrawal from Jandhan Accounts and transacted more than 1.5 lakh rupees in one working day through his BOB CSP.

Our BC Mr Sushant More from Block Shirol, Dist Kolhapur Maharashtra has provided HDFC Banking Service. The VLE has passed certifications like IIBF, RAP.

Till total he has done 965 transactions, total amount of 5.87 lakh. During corona pandemic, he has taken the responsibility to clean up his Banking Area and sanitize for the safety of beneficiaries.
STATE SCAN

Young VLE Mr. Saurabh Patil is delivering Banking service in Gondia (Maharashtra) during coronavirus lockdown. Mr. Patil enrolled himself as banking facilitator and serving villagers at doorsteps.

E-stamp service in Tripura through CSC

VLE Suman Nag has started his new service (e-Stamp) in Udaipur Urban, Tripura. People are very happy to get this service from his centre which is near to Gomati District Court. Before this only few Banks in the area have provided this service and their process is very slow. So there is a shortage of e-stamp availability. Now this CSC Centre (Udaipur) has delivering the very essential services in this area.

Grameen e Store in Tripura

CSC gives good platform to VLEs to generate more income through Grameen e-Store. In Tripura, nearly 180 VLEs registered in Grameen eStore and among them 20 VLEs are providing the service. Customers have applauded this much needed initiative of CSC during corona pandemic.
Others

Download The CSC NEWS APP

The CSC News [http://www.thecscnews.in/](http://www.thecscnews.in/) presents latest news, updates, trends you need to know. The focus of the platform is ‘Stories of Transformation through ICT’. Main topics covered: Digital Literacy, Pension, Financial Inclusion, Ayushman Bharat, WiFi Choupal, Banking, Women VLEs, Skill and Healthcare.